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Commonwealth Edison a . 1400 .Place 

~ Down rove, Illinois 60515 

Dave Butler 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission · 
Region Ill 
799 Roosevelt Road 
Glen Ellyn, II 60137 

• 
March 18, 1992 

Subject: Dresden Nuclear Power Station Units 2 and 3 
Additional Information for Second Level Undervoltage 
(Degraded Voltage) 

Reference: Meeting between representatives of Commonwealth Edison 
(C. Schroeder, E. Carroll, P. Plet, M. Tucker, J. Gates) 
and the NRC (D. Butler, W. Rogers), dated March 5, 1992 

Dear Mr. Butler: 

In the referenced meeting, Commonwealth Edison was requested to provide 
additional information for several issues regarding Dresden Station Second Level 
Undervoltage. Attached is CECo's response to the subject issues. 

If there are any questions or concerns regarding this matter, please contact me 
at (708) 515-7282. 

Since~ 

(2_~~ 
\.J;~Piet 

Nuclear Licensing Administrator 

Attachment: CECo's Response to NRC Request for Additional Information Concerning 
Dresden Nuclear Power Station Degraded Voltage 

cc: B.L. Siegel, Project Manager - NRA 
W.G. Rogers, Senior Resident Inspector - Dresden 

/scl:1165:48 

p 0 18/6, 007S-
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Question 1: Describe how CECo will evaluate future load additions and projected 

minimum switchyard voltage against the degraded voltage calculations. 
This analysis should verify that the current setpoint of the Second Level 
Undervoltage relay is acceptable. 

Response: All load additions require the completion of a load ticket per NED 
Procedure ENC-QE-06, •Design Modifications.• Procedure ENC-MS-19, 
•Procedure for Tracking Electrical Load Changes Using the Electrical Load 
Monitoring System (ELMS},• provides guidance on interfacing with the 
ELMS Coordinator (task presently delegated to Sargent & Lundy for 
Dresden Station} and reviewing the impact of the new load on the aux 
power system. Paragraph 5.5.3.1 of Procedure ENC-MS-19 requires 
verification that the new load does not cause unacceptable voltage drop on 
the bus for any AC load added to a safety related bus. CECo's System 
Planning Department analyzes the transmission system annually, using a 
computer model incorporating all changes to the transmission system (new 
generation, transmission lines, transformer additions and capacitor banks} 
and the projected peak load (estimated to be 5% above the record peak to 
account for load growth}. The results of this analysis are transmitted to 
NED and compared with the value used in the AC ELMS program by the 
ELMS Coordinator. If a lower switchyard voltage is forecast, the value in 
the AC ELMS program is adjusted accordingly. 

The new setpoint for the Second Level Undervoltage relay at Dresden 
Station provides no margin for load growth. Any load addition to the safety 
related 480 Volt, switchgear or motor control centers would require raising 
the setpoint, tripping the new load so that there is no increased current 
during the event, modifications to the aux power system to decrease voltage 
drop, or other possible automatic compensatory measures. 
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Question 2: Verify the value of the reduced output voltage of the battery chargers under 

degraded voltage conditions. Further, does the charger trip on low input 
voltage, and if so, what is the set point; same for low output voltage. 

Response: The previously submitted evaluation has been revised to provide more 
detail. Some confusion arose because the worst case Unit 3 charger has a 
lower input voltage than Unit 2, resulting in a lower maximum output 
capability. The Unit 2 analysis was c::ompleted before the Unit 3 analysis 
and discussed with the NRC earlier. The worst case Unit 2 charger has a 
4% reduction in output capability. The worst case Unit 3 charger has a 
slightly lower input voltage, resulting in a 6% reduction as discussed 
below. 

It should also be noted that the following evaluation of the charger output 
capability is engineering judgment based on the verbal responses from the 
manufacturer. No actual testing has been performed by the manufacturer 
below 90% of rated. However, the battery is sized for a four hour load 
profile without assistance from the charger. As the loads on the DC system 
will be lower than the design basis load profile when no loss of off site 
power occurs, CECo believes that battery performance will be adequate. 
Setting the second ievel undervoltage relay to provide rated output from the 
charger results in a lower overall margin of safety, however, as the diesel 
generators are challenged unnecessarily when there is an otherwise adequate 
pref erred power source. 

The nominal rating of the battery chargers is 480 Volts. The motors on the low voltage 
switchgear and MCC's at Dresden are rated either 460 Volts or 440 Volts. Therefore, 
to meet the NEMA criteria of 90% voltage, 432 Volts is required at the charger 
terminals, compared to 414V or less for the motors. Further, the manufacturer of the 
chargers (Power Conversion Products) has a published specification for output voltage 
regulation to ± 1 % from no load to 200 Amperes with an input of 432 ,Volts to 552 
Volts. The nominal output voltage can be adjusted to assure the proper cell potential 
under float and equalize conditions. To assure 432 Volts to the chargers would require 
an unacceptable setpoint for the Second Level Undervoltage Relay. A higher relay 
setpoint would trip the preferred power source when it is still capable of supplying the 
critical loads. This would challenge the diesel generators unnecessarily. Therefore, 
the higher relay setpoint is unacceptable, both from an operating perspective and 
considering overall plant safety. 

The PCP battery chargers use SCR (Silicon Controlled Rectifiers) control circuits to 
maintain the output voltage within a narrow range with varying input voltage. This is 
accomplished by varying the firing angle of the SCR's. When the input voltage is at a 
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minimum level of the specified range and the output current demand is high (in current 
limiting mode), the firing angle is at the maximum. Therefore, the output voltage can 
no longer be increased, and output voltage will fall linearly with input voltage until the · 
voltage on the SCR circuitry is so low that proper biasing would not be achieved (this 
would be at a very low voltage). 

The battery charger output voltage can be found from the following relation: 

Where: 

VoEGRADED 
VoUT = CVoUT(R) - 1 %] x 

V OUT is the charger output under degraded voltage conditions; 
V OUT(R) is the rated output of the charger; 
VoEGRADED is the terminal voltage available at the charger at the second level 
undervoltage relay setpoint; 
VMIN(R) is the rated minimum input ~oltage at the charger terminals. 

For the worst case charger, 125V Battery Charger 3, the available voltage at the 
charger terminals under degraded voltage conditions is 410.9 Volts. Therefore, 
assuming the charger is in float operation, 

410.9 Volts 
VoUT = [130V - 1 %] X 

432 Volts 

= 128.7 Volts x 0.9512 

= 122.4 Volts 

Expressed as a percentage, 

VoUT 
VoUT% = x 100% 

VoUT(R) 

122.4 Volts 
= x 100% 

130 Volts 

=94.16%, or about 6% below rated 
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This voltage level would be sufficient to prevent a discharge of the batteries as the 
charger output voltage is above the battery open circuit voltage (approximately 120V 
for a 58 cell lead calcium battery with a specific gravity of 1.215). All other chargers 
have at least 415 Volts at the input terminals which would result in an output reduction 
of about 4 % • The battery charger is provided with a blocking diode which will prevent 
the battery from discharging into the charger when the battery voltage exceeds the 
charger output. 

The charger maximum current output capability is also reduced by approximately the 
same ratio for similar reasons. However, with off-site power available, the load 
demand on the DC system would be less than the design basis loading of LOCA with a 
loss of offsite power (e.g. fewer breaker and solenoid operations). The peak current is 
expected to be above the charger output capability at time zero of the event due to 
breaker operations necessary to start switchgear fed motors (4160 and 480 Volt). 
However, this is a brief transient. The continuous load drops to about the same level 
as normally seen after this switching transient (about 60 Amperes). This is well below 
the charger current limit. Therefore, the small reduction in charger output current is 
acceptable. Additionally, it should be noted that the batteries were sized based on a 
loss of off. site power with no credit from the battery chargers. 

The battery chargers are not provided with undervoltage trips. A high output voltage 
trip is provided by the manufacturer to prevent battery life reduction and excessive 
gassing. Excessive gassing would require frequent battery watering to prevent plate 
degradation. Alarm modules are provided for charger failure (which alarms on loss of 
input power or breaker trip), low output current and low output voltage. The charger 
failure and low output voltage alarm contacts are combined into a single •Battery 
Charger Trouble• alarm for each battery charger. These are annunciated in the main 
control room. Battery voltage is sensed by a separate relay scheme that senses a low 
voltage condition on the battery bus (approximately 128 Volts for the 125 V DC 
System). This will alarm in the main control room after a short time delay (necessary 
to prevent" nuisance alarms from load pe.aks exceeding the charger current limit point). 
The operator is provided with battery voltage indication in the control room (90X-8 
panel). 
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Questipn 3: Provide the basis that the worst case DGCWP would have started and run 

given a voltage level on the 4160 Volt busses between the original Second 
Level Undervoltage relay setpoint and the new setpoint, given the results of 
the minimum starting voltage analysis. 

Response: NED reviewed the previous calculations, both those done in house and the 
Sargent & Lundy ELMS runs, and determined that additional analysis was 
required to provide a response. A summary of this analysis follows; output 
from the actual load flow is available for review. 

A load flow analysis was performed using the S&L ELMS program with a modified 
input file. Reviewing the previous results, Unit 3 Division II Winter LOCA time 
zero + and winter LOCA steady state conditions were selected based on engineering 
judgment. This division is believed to have been the worst case prior to modification 
(largely based on cable lengths). The winter case was limiting prior to modification 
due to the CST heater loads. In the computer model, loads tripped by the LOCA signal 
were reinstated, and the recently replaced MCC feed ~les were changed back to the 
original sizes. The DGCWP tested data was left in the model. · The voltage at 
Switchgear 34-1 was fixed at 3708V, the previous setpoint of the second level 
undervoltage relay. 

This load flow shows that there would be 382.5V at the terminals of the Unit 3 
DGCWP under the.running condition, or about 83% of rated. Although this is below 
the NEMA criteria of 90%, this would not cause a significant reduction in motor life. 
Motor life is dependent on heat (causing elevated winding and rotor temperatures), 
which is from stator current (12R). The test data shows that the motor is loaded to well 
under nameplate (97.37 Amperes at 274.6V line to neutral). Therefore, the motor 
current given a terminal voltage of 382.SV is still within nameplate, and the motor 
temperature would stay within the allowable rise: 

IRUN = 97.37 A X V3 X274.6 V / 382~5 V :::: 121 A < 129.0 A (nameplate) 

Under the starting condition, the terminal voltage was calculated to be 319.6 Volts 
(69.5% of rated voltage). Within the calculational accuracy of the model, this is 
essentially the minimum starting voltage determined by the test, leaving no margin. 
Therefore, there is no analytical assurance that the pump would have successfully 
started at the previous relay set point. The minimum voltage required at Switchgear 
34-1 to assure 70% terminal voltage under pump starting conditions is on the order of 
3736V (28 Volts above the previous set point). The calculation conservatively assumes 
all intermittent loads are on. A slightly lower loading condition would have resulted in 
an adequate terminal voltage. The minimum starting voltage calculation (8982-13-19-
4) used a minimum accelerating torque of 36.9% of load torque, rather than the 
recommended minimum value of 45% given in Reference 6 of the calculation. 
Therefore, the motor would have adequate torque to start under actual plant conditions. 
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Question 4: Breaker Overduty Issues 

a) What is the interrupting capability of the new 350 MV A switchgear 
which will replace the existing 23, 24, 33 and 34 switchgear? 

b) What is the maximum expected fault current for these busses? 

Response: 
There are two options being considered for the new medium voltage switchgear. The 
option selected will resolve the issue as indicated below. Option 1 is full replacement 
of the existing switchgear with new 350 MV A gear utilizing air magnetic breakers. 
Option 2 is to brace the existing switchgear for higher momentary capability and to 
refurbish the existing breaker cubicles using vacuum breaker assemblies. There are 
physical and economic considerations which will factor into the final decision as well as 
resolution of the technical issues. The maximum expected fault current and equipment 
ratings are as follows: 

Existing Air Magnetic 
Breakers 

Option 1: New 
Air Magnetic Breakers 

Option 2: 
Vacuum Breakers 

3 Phase Fault Current 
(Symmetrical) 

Breaker Ratings - Symmetrical Basis 

Momentary 

35,960 A 

50kA 

78 kA 

42,586 A 

Interrupting 

32,833.A 

48,600 A 

36 kA* 

37,421 A 

• This proposal will not be considered technically acceptable unless the interrupting 
rating can be increased. The bidder is evaluating the use of 350 MV A vacuum 
breaker bottles, which will increase the interrupting (close and latch) capability to 49 
kA. 

The equipment has also been reviewed for asymmetrical ratings at an X/R ratio of 21, 
giving a multiplying factor of 1.6. Either option is technically acceptable on an 
asymmetric basis . 
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Bus Rating 

Maximum 3cf; Asymmetric 

Existing 250 MV A 

Option 1, 350 MV A 

Option 2, Bracing 

Fault Current 

58 kA 

80kA 

80kA 

68, 138 A 
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Question 5: The relay set point calculations assume no drift of the ABB/ITE 27N 

undervoltage relay. The manufacturer states that there will be no drift over 
reasonable calibration intervals. Confirm that the Tech Spec requirement 
of eighteen months calibration is a reasonable interval. 

Response: The manufacturer has stated that either very little or no drift would be 
expected if the relays were calibrated every two years or less. A copy of 
the manufacturer's letter is attached. 

Question 6: Cable Ampacity 
Provide the status of the pilot program to verify the accuracy of the cable 
routing used for input to the SLICE program. 

Response: As indicated in our previous submittals, an action plan for the pilot 
program is schedule for March 31, 1992. This effort is currently on 
schedule. 



• • 7. Does the 125/250 VDC battery chargers have a low input or output voltage 
·trip device? 

Response: No. 

8. Has the degraded voltage_ relay panel 2252-83 been relocated? 

Response: Yes. 

9. How often are the second level relays calibrated? 

Response: E.ach refuel outage. 

10. Is a CCSW pump normally running during plant operation? 

Response: CCSW is not normally operating. However, CCSW is operated 
during monthly surveillance testing of HPCI, LPCI, and CCSW. 

11. How many CCSW pumps are needed during a normal shutdown? 

Response: CCSW is not required for normal shutdown. 

12. What accidents in the safety analysis require a CCSW pump? 

Response: CCSW is normally operated for any event which is expected to add 
heat to the Torus. Dresden Emergency Operating Procedure (DEOP) 200-1 requires 
that Torus Cooling be established to maintain Torus temperature less than 95 degrees 
(F). The safety analysis reference a transient analysis performed to determine the 
bounding event which results in the peak local and bulk Torus water temperature. The 
events evaluated include: stuck open relief valve, MSIV closure from full power,· and 
small and large break LOCA. 

13. Potential for unanalyzed condition as a result of the degraded voltage issue: 

Given the initial operating conditions: 

1) Sustained degraded voltage greater than Technical Specification 
setpoint of 3708 volts. 

2) LPCI unavailable since original contactors will not operate at this 
voltage. 

3) Existing electrical distribution configuration prior to the degraded 
voltage modifications. 

4) Design Basis Accident occurs. 
5) Single Failure occurs 
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Would the plant be able to safe shutdown and reflood the core for the design 

- basis accidents analyi.ed in the FSAR? 

Response: Degraded voltage would not prevent placing the reactor in 
shutdown condition. However, the ability to provide adequate core cooling has 
not been previously analyi.ed for the stated initial c:onditions. In order to 
determine the safety significance of this event, CECo Nuclear Fuel Services has 
been requested to perform an engineering evaluation of this event. The 
evaluation is expected to be completed by April 30, 1992. 

What equipment would be available to mitigate the above accidents (safety 
and non-safety)? 

.; 

Response: A preliminary review of the available safety and BOP ~uipment 
suggests that for the worst case, large break LOCA with the failure of one Core 
Spray pump, that the following equipment may have been available to restore 
reactor level: one Core Spray pump, HPCI, CRD, Condensate/Feedwater, 
Diesel Fire Pump, and Standby Coolant. 

Were procedures available to the operator that would have instructed them to 
operate the equipmentidentified above? 

Response: Yes. The Dresden Emergency Operating Procedures (DEOPs) 
provide instruction to the operators to restore reactor level above the top of 
active fuel utilizing each of the systems listed in the above question, if required. 

14. What are the schedule dates to complete the replacement of the safety related 
bus overcurrent trip devices (RMS-9 trip device replacement); attached NED 
letter Chron #180402, priority I, II, ill, and IV items? 

Response: It is expected that the safety related 480 V buses will be coordinated with 
all safety related MCCs, all loads and bus ties, following completion of the applicable 
RMS-9 replacements, by the end of D2Rl4 and D3Rl4, respectively (maintenance 
schedules attached). 
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15. -How may breakers total in the above priority classes need RMS-9 devices 

installed? 

Response: To achieve coordination for the safety related 480 V buses, a total of 17 
MCC, 4 main feed, and 4 bus tie breakers require RMS-9 devices installed. 

16. Provide a list of any breakers in the above priority class that had the overcurrent 
trip device replaced'] 

· Response: To date, two (2) MCC and two bus-tie breakers have been completed. 

In addition, at your request, a copy of Dresden's Emergency Operating Procedures 
(DEOPs) are attached (Butler copy only). 
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ATIACHMENTS 

1) S.E. Hoats memo to A. Runde, dated March 10, 1992; concerning 27N relay 
drift infonnation. 

2) RMS-9 Schedules for D2R14 and D3Rl4. 

3) Dresden Emergency Operating Procedures (for Butlet only). 
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• To: Andy Runde 
Sar9er.t ' Ll.:ndy 
raxt 312 2S9 37'7 

·rroat Steva Xo•ta 
ABB relays 
i'bf 21! 395 7333 
raxt 21! 39S l055 

All 
... MDMt IOfl" 

Subject: 27N relay drift 1ntorma.~1on 

Mr. R\.U'lde 

• • Data 3/!0/92 

Aa ! explained in our recant telephone converaation, the ASB relay 
division has not ~or.nally conducted a drift analysis on any ot our 
ralay deaiqns. However, we can qather from our partiaiiy 
documented. tes~ experience with field r$turned samples anc relays 
returned to our facility for modification, that cur 27N and S9N 
hiqh accuracy desiqns exFerie.nce little or r.~.drif~ over the tasted 
periods. Frcm this ·1.ntor.nation we ccncl~de that if the 
for:entioned ;r;elaya are subjected t:.a recalibration in req'Jlar 
in~ervalt of apprcxi~ately two years or less, very little or no 
aetpoint dritt would ba expec~ed. 

Best P.eqarda, 

~ 
Boat a 

ASB Power T & D Company Inc. 

Prtote;c.-. ~ ~ 
?'toe~'-'. w. t . ._ __ .... ,,.,.., 



02R14 

BUS SE.£ ./ELEC. CO"PLETED 

1. 29 Feed To "cc 29-2 

2. 29 Feed To nee 29-1 

3. 28 Feed To nee 28-2 

4. 28 F'eed To nee 28-1 

5. 25 "AIN F'EED 

6. 26 HAIN F'EED 

7. 25 CROSS TIE TO BUS 26 

8. 26 CROSS TIE TO BUS 25 

9. 29 2C O/W Cooler 

10. 27 Turb. Bldg. Welding Recptacles 

11. 27 28 EHC Pump 

t 2. 28 2F' O/W Cooler 

13. 28 2A O/W Cooler 

14. 29 2E O/W Cooler 



D2R13 <113193> •• "ANIELEC. 

1. 27 -Feed To "cc 27-1 

2. 28 Feed To "cc 28-3 

3. 29 Feed To "cc 29-3 

4. - 28 U-2 Clean Up Demin. Aux. Pp. 

5. 29 Feed To "CC's 29-5 & 29-6 

6. 28 2A Fuel Pool Cooling Pp. 

7. ~8 F'eed To "cc 28-7 

8. 28 28 O/W Cooler 

9. 28 2G O/W Cooler 

10. 29 28 Rx. Recirc. "G Set Vent Fan 

11. :9 Feed To 1'CC 29-7 

12. 29 20 O/W Cooler 

13. 29 28 Fuel Pool Cooling Pp. 

14. 29 feed To 1'CC 29-8 

15. 28 2A Rx. Recirc. 1'G Set Vent F'an 

16. 27 Feed To 1'CC 27-5 

17. 28 

18. 29 1'AIN FEED 

19. 28 CROSS TIE TO BUS 29 

20. 29 CROSS TIE TO BUS 28 



SER.E 

D3R14 • BUS COl'f PLETEO "AN/£L£C. 

1. 37 f'eed To "cc 31-1 

2. 39 3B f'uel Pool Cooling Pump 

3. 39 F'eed To nee 39-2 

4. 38 Reserve Feed To l'fCC 39-2 

5. 39 F'eed To l'fCC 39-5 

6. 38 F'eed To nCC's 38-1 & 38-4 

7. 38 F'eed To nee 38-2 

8. 38 F'eed To nee 38-3 

9. 35 BUS 35 KAIN FEED 

10. 36 BUS 36 KAIN FEED 

11. 35 CROSS TIE TO BUS 36 

12. 36 CROSS TIE TO BUS 35 

13. 38 3A Rx. Rec ire. nG Set Vent Fan 

14. 38 3A O/W Cooler 

15. 38 38 [l/W Cooler 

16. 38 3F D/W Cooler 

17. '38 3G D/W Cooler 
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SERVICE 

1. 37 F'eed To nee 37-5 

2. 39 38 Recirc. nG Set Vent F'an 

3. 37 38 EHC Pump 

4. 39 3C O/W 8lover 

5. 39 3D O/W 8lover 

6. 19 3E D/W Slover 

7. 38 Rx. Clean Up Oemin. Aux. Pp. 

8. 39 F'eed Tn MCC 39-7 

~. 38 F'eed To KCC 38-7 

10. 38 F'uel Pool Cooling Pp. 

11. 39 F'eed To KCC 39-3 

12. 39 F'eed To KCC 39-1 

13. 38 KAIN FEED 

14./ 39 MAIN FEED 

• KAN/ELEC. 

( 


